10TH MEETING OF THE NORDIC NETWORK FOR RESEARCH ON PSYCHOLOGY AND LAW, NOV 7TH-8TH 2014 – OSLO

MEETING FORMAT
The 10th NNPL meeting will combine a keynote address, several thematic panels, and a meeting of the NNPL Executive Committee. We are very pleased to welcome Professor Gail Goodman, University of California, Davis, as our keynote speaker this year.

In addition, we have accepted 29 individual papers for presentation. These have been grouped into six thematic sessions (please note that there are two parallel sessions), covering a wide range of topics at the intersection of psychology and law.

VENUE
The 10th NNPL meeting will be held in the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters (Vitenskapsakademiet) in Drammensveien 78 (http://www.dnva.no/)

PROGRAM

Friday, Nov 7th
13.30-14.30  Keynote: Professor Gail Goodman “Possible Myths about Child Witnesses”
14.30-16.10  Children as victims and their memory  /  Deception detection 1 (parallel sessions)
16:10-16:20  Coffee break
16.20-18.00  Credibility judgments

Saturday, Nov 8th
9.00-10.40  Deception detection 2  /  Influence on memory & police organization (parallel)
10:40-11:00  Coffee break
11.00-12.40  Legal decision making
**Children as victims and their memory** (Chair: Baugerud)

Unni Sulutvedt (University of Oslo): Children’s memories of removal: The effect of repeated interviews and delayed interview

Gunn Astrid Baugerud (University of Oslo): DRM, false memory in maltreated children

Kristjan Kask (Tallinn University): Children’s understanding of the concept of memory

Francesco Pompedda (Åbo Akademi): Alleged child sexual abuse cases: Serious gaming paired with feedback improves interview quality

Bjarki Thor Sigvardsson & Linzi Trosh (University of Iceland/Reykjavik University): Child sexual abuse in Iceland: Researching cases of children referred to Icelandic Children’s House from 1998 to 2012

**Deception detection 1** (Chair: Wojciechowski)

Bartosz Wojciechowski (University of Silesia, Katowice, Poland): Content analysis algorithms: an innovative and accurate approach to the statements' veracity assessment

Kristina Suchotzki (Ghent University): Can reaction time measures differentiate between truthful and deceptive responses? - A meta-analysis

Maciez Bozék (University of Silesia, Poland): New technological advances as opportunity to revisit research on deception

Erik Mac Giolla (University of Gothenburg): Suspects’ Verbal Counter-Interrogation Strategies: Towards an Integrative Model

Renate Geurts (University of Gothenburg): Separating Genuine Threats from Bluffs: Extending the Deception Detection Paradigm to Threat Assessment

**Credibility judgments** (Chair: Landström)

Lisa Burrell (University of Oslo): The emotional child witness effect survives presentation mode

Sara Landström (University of Gothenburg): Credibility Judgments in Context: Effects of Emotional Expression, Presentation Mode, and Testimonial Consistency

Nathalie Brackmann (University of Gothenburg/ Maastricht University): Legal professionals’ credibility assessments based on age and specificity of a statement

Kerstin Adolfsson (University of Gothenburg): From party to nightmare: Roles of victim and participant age and victim behavior on blame attributions in rape scenarios

Ólafur Örn Bragason (Office of the National Commissioner of Police in Iceland): A survey on stalking among the general public in Iceland: A pilot study
Deception detection 2 (Chair: Verschuere)

Bruno Verschuere (University of Amsterdam): Lie detection research 2.0 - From the lab to the web

Nathalie Klein Selle (Hebrew University of Jerusalem and the University of Amsterdam): Orienting Response versus Response Inhibition in the Concealed Information Test: Different physiological measures reflect different processes

Judith Peth (University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf): How do countermeasures influence physiological responses in the Concealed Information Test?

Tanja Susan van Veldhuizen (University of Gothenburg): When evidence is lacking: Interviewing practice in the asylum procedure

Influence on memory & police organization (Chair: Myklebust)

Angelica Hagsand (University of Gothenburg): Alcohol-intoxicated witnesses: A review of the current literature and new steps forward.

Mikaela Magnusson (University of Gothenburg): Smell and tell: evoking past memories using a vanilla odor

Matthias Gamer (University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf): I was so scared, I don't remember exactly - Effects of emotional context on memory for details

Alexander Garnås (University of Oslo): Measuring organizational culture: some initial thoughts and ideas

Trond Myklebust (Norwegian Police University College): Strategic perspective on the task of investigative work within the Norwegian Police.

Legal decision making (Chair: Sarwar)

Moa Lidèn (Uppsala University): Confirmation bias in legal decision making within criminal case procedures

Emelie Ernberg (University of Gothenburg): To Prosecute or not to Prosecute: Law Students’ Judicial Decisions in CSA Cases

Farhan Sarwar (Lund University): To be precise or less precise, that is the question

Alessandro Tadei (Åbo Akademi): A Bayesian Decision-Support Tool for Child Sexual Abuse Investigations

Asbjørn Rachlew (Oslo Police District): Errors of Justice